
Kondor Blue Pro Rosette Extension Arm Set
ProdCode: KONEXARM2BK
Pro Rosette Extension Arm Set - Raven Black
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Features

Pro Rosette Extension Arm
12+ accessory mounting locations
72mm extension w/ marking scale and integrated NATO rail
G10 grip on and grooves on arm for additional handling positions
Extremely durable while keeping weight to minimum
Oversized ratcheting adjustment knobs for easy adjustment no matter the
conditions
Weight: 250g/8.8 oz
Dimensions: 36mm x 200mm x 19mm (W x T x D) - (72mm/2.83” of
extension)
Connectors: 2 x Rosettes with M6 Thread (31.8mm)
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https://resource.holdan.co.uk/Kondor Blue/HiRes/Kondor-Blue_KB_ExArm_print.zip


The all-new KONDOR BLUE Reversible Rosette Extension Arms are made for users
of any level from run-n-gun solo creators to Hollywood DP’s and camera operators.
The arms are durable, comfortable, and stable at full extension making them ready for
even the largest rig build outs.  

After testing and observing a range of users and styles, we’ve opted to integrate an
additional handhold on the extension arms themselves. The custom G10 grip has
been contoured and textured to be comfortable with or without gloves. The oversized
ratcheting knobs are also easy to adjust in any condition and have intelligent features
such as a captive lock to keep the knobs from falling out during adjustment. And to
top it off, the ¼” 20 mounts are perfect for the KONDOR BLUE Mondo Tie cable
management system.  

The arms are fully reversible—no need for left/right options—and have 72mm or 2.8” of
extension. The laser engraved markings make it easy to match the length of both
arms or to remember your preferred position once packed down for transit. Once the
arms are extended, they reveal a dual NATO rail which can be useful to mount
accessories to the inside or outside of your rig. A go-to option is to mount your
monitor off of a Magic Arm placing the monitor directly in view. 

You’ll be impressed with the amount of details and features that are packed into the
Reversible Rosette Extension Arms. Also be sure to check out the new Pro Grips
which make for the perfect pairing. 
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